WHAT A SEASON!
This year’s most memorable moments

PALM BEACH RISING
The next generation of movers and shakers

COUTURE ALLURE
Bespoke Masterpieces
From the Editor

TOUR DE FORCE

Coco Chanel once said, “Dress shabbily and they remember the dress. Dress impeccably and they remember the woman.” No truer words—and so apropos in contemplating Chanel’s Spring 2018 haute couture collection of delicately embellished confections that make a woman shine.

When Chanel offered us the opportunity to shoot this dreamy collection for the Palm Beach market, there could only be one answer. In the hands of photographer Danny Cardozo and fashion editor Katherine Lande, the ultrafeminine looks came to life against the edgy architectural lines of Faena Forum in Miami Beach. Turn to “La Vie en Rose” on page 42 and admire the artistry of the house that is synonymous with couture.

As is tradition in our June issue, we also take a look back at the social season, highlighting some of the year’s most memorable moments, people, and style statements. It’s always fun to revisit the photo galleries and reminisce about the grand design overtures, the pleasant surprises, and the gatherings of friends old and new. It was an exhausting few months, but the memories were oh, so worth it. Turn to “Social Studies” on page 60 for our annual yearbook that captures the spirit of the season.

One thing you’ll surely notice in that story is the parade of fresh faces. The next generation is certainly making its mark on Palm Beach, and we celebrate that phenomenon in “Palm Beach Rising” (page 50). We’ve chosen five men and women who are influencing, and sometimes disrupting, every aspect of this community—business, philanthropy, society, sports, and culture. Their stories are very different, yet they all share a passion for the place they call home.

Here’s to savoring a season well spent and to a relaxing summer in the company of great friends. Enjoy the issue!

Daphne Nikolopoulos
daphne@palmbeachillustrated.com

Entrepreneurship is alive and well in Palm Beach County—just look at our schools. We highlight three student-led community improvement projects recently funded by Palm Beach Philanthropy Tank. Page 20.
LA VIE EN ROSE

Photography by DANNY CARDozo
Delicate yet edgy, Chanel’s haute couture collection recalls a spring garden in bloom.

Shot by Rb1 on location at The Faena Forum, Miami Beach.

Embroidered lace mini dress layered with light tulle tulle, black lace veil, embroidered low boots with resin heel.

For buying information, turn to page 104. Fashion Editor: Katherine Lande.
Pink embroidered faille dress, low black patent leather boots with resin heel, long embroidered tulle mitten.

Opposite page: Pink mini satin dress veiled with embroidered tulle and feathers, black lace veil.

For buying information, turn to page 104.
Embroidered tunic, light pink lace bustier dress

Opposite page: Pink embroidered tulle dress, black lace veil, embroidered low boots with resin heel

For buying information, turn to page 104.
Embroidered bustier mini dress veiled with pale pink tulle, low boots in pink tulle with resin heel.

Opposite page: Pink embroidered mini dress with feathers, black lace veil.

For buying information, turn to page 104.
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